
ANALYSIS OF WILLIAM BLAKES THE CHIMNEY SWEEPER

There are two â€˜Chimney Sweeperâ€™ poems by William Blake. The first appeared in Songs of Innocence in , while a
second poem, also called â€˜The Chimney Sweeperâ€™ was included in Songs of Experience in Like many of
Blakeâ€™s most celebrated poems, â€˜The Chimney Sweeper.

That same night while sleeping Tom saw a wonderful vision. The narrator told Tom to be calm because lice
will not breed in the pate without hair and there will be no risk for hair to catch fire. Father C. One such
repercussion was the child labor of the time, where young boys at the ages of five and six were for forced to
work in harsh conditions, either sweeping chimneys or working in factories. At an early age, he claimed that
he could see God, Angels, and other important Italian figures. The inmates of the Almshouse were foundling
orphans, who were allowed to be adopted by the poor only. The angel tells Tom that if he is a good boy, he
will have this paradise for his own. Frost, however, sees things differently. By exploring the writing style,
structure and imagery in this poem, as well as identifying the importance of symbolism, a conclusion can be
made concerning the purpose of this poem. The poem was used as a broadsheet or propaganda against the evil
of Chimney Sweeping. There is a hint of criticism here in Tom Dacre's dream and in the boys' subsequent
actions, however. The burning of coal left soot on the interior walls of the fireplaces that needed to be
removed to keep the fireplaces clean. The Angel opened the coffins containing the bodies and set all the
bodies free from the bondage of coffins. Though the morning was cold, Tom was happy and warm; So if all do
their duty they need not fear harm. James Street and Buckingham Road. This was really a very delightful
moment for these chimney sweepers, who got freed from the shackles of bondage labor, exploitation and child
labor. The large houses created by the wealth of trade had horizontal flues heating huge rooms which could be
cleaned only by a small child crawling through them. His indictment of desperate material conditions and
those institutions which perpetuate them is passionate and powerful, but his greatest anger is reserved for the
forces â€” the established Church, mercenary and uncaring parents â€” that restrict our vision and prevent us
from understanding both our oppression and the infinite possibilities of true perception. The freed little
sweepers of the chimney ran down a green ground, washed themselves in the water of a river and dried
themselves in the sunlight to give out a clean shine. Tom dreams: That thousands of sweepers, Dick, Joe, Ned
and Jack, Were all of them locked up in coffins of black, And by came an angel who had a bright key, And he
opened the coffins and set them all free. An angel arrives with a special key that opens the locks on the coffins
and sets the children free. Adults should know better: the speaker who finds the chimney-sweep in the snow in
the latter poem is in a better position to help the boy and change the society that allows such suffering than the
boy speaker in the former poem. Some shouted. Now naked and white, the little chimney sweeper boys ride
the clouds and play in the wind. Moreover, it is surprising to note here that these social evils even today
prevail in our society. The poem is in first person, a very young chimney sweeper is exposing the evils of
chimney sweeping as a part of the cruelties created by sudden increase in wealth. All the little boys were
naked and white after washing. Blake's parents realized early in his life that Blake was gifted.


